The Undergraduate Experience:

Enriching the Undergraduate Experience in a Research University

John Gardner--renowned author and Distinguished Professor Emeritus at the University of South Carolina--is the featured speaker.

Friday, October 6, 2006
8:30 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
St. Cajetan's

Together, we will continue to create a distinctive undergraduate experience, build a dynamic student community and foster positive change.
2006 UCDHSC Undergraduate Experience Symposium
First-Year Program Assessment
Friday, October 6, 2006

Agenda

8:30 - 9:00  Check in
Continental breakfast and social gathering
St. Cajetan’s

9:00 - 9:15  Symposium welcome, overview, and logistics - John Lanning

9:15 - 9:45  Campus perspective and introduction of John Gardner - Chancellor Roy Wilson

9:45 - 11:30 Symposium presentation - John Gardner
"The Critical First Year: Building Sound Foundations for Student Success"

11:30 - 12:00 Questions and discussion with Dr. Gardner

12:15 - 1:00 Symposium luncheon
Events Center

1:15 - 2:30 Panel presentation and discussion
- Barry McConnell, Instructor in Business
- Brandon Whitworth, First-Year Student
- Sam Welch, Associate Professor in Mechanical Engineering
- Peggy Lore, Director of Student Success and Advising Center, Director for Learning Assistance, and Director of Asian American Student Services
- Joy Berrenberg, Associate Professor in Psychology
- Jim Hageman, Associate Vice-Chancellor for Research and Graduate Studies

2:30 - 3:00 Summary and next steps--Provost Mark Heckler